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Agenda

1. News from the TI Community
2. How to get involved with TI
3. Update on Infrastructure
Listings: Government, national & military

- aeCERT (United Arab Emirates)
- CERT BWI (Germany)
- CERTGOVIL (Israel)
- DefCERT (The Netherlands)
- LTU MOD CIRT (Lithuania)
- Qatar CERT (Qatar)
Listings: Commercial

- AAB GCIRT (The Netherlands)
- BASF gCERT (Germany)
- e-LC CSIRT (Spain)
- ISPIRIT (United Kingdom)
- KPMG-CSIRT (United Kingdom)
- RABOBANK SOC (The Netherlands)
- RH-ISIRT (United States)
- Secunia Research (Denmark)
- Telefonica CSIRT (Spain)
- TK-CERT (Germany)
- Vodafone-CERT (Germany)
- XING (Germany)
Listed Teams

Research & Education | Commercial | Government, National & Military

Years: 2001 to 2014
Accreditations

- Government and Military
  - CERT-EU (Europe)
  - COSDEF-CERT (Spain)
- Commercial
  - Panasonic PSIRT (Worldwide)
  - Malware.lu (Luxembourg)
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Graph showing the growth of research & education, commercial, and government, national & military accredited teams from 2001 to 2014.
Certifications

- **Candidates**:
  - UNINETT CERT (Norway)
  - CERT.PT (Portugal)

- **Interested teams**:
  Belgium, Finland, Germany, Hungary, Lithuania and Sweden

- **Re-Certifications**:
  Every 3 years. NCSC.NL is first to go.
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Public Web Page – Your Language

• We will publish information about TI on the public web page in your language(s) based on countries!
• Is not that difficult:
  – Based on fixed template
  – Reviewed by another native speaker
• Will include list of teams of a country!
Public Web Page – Your Events

• We will publish information about events on request!

• But certainly some policy considerations have to be respected:
  - Submitted/supported by accredited teams
  - No roadshows/marketing events
  - Events must address multinationals issues or be in English
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TI Infrastructure Update

New TI Logos

New TI logos **that you can use** available at:
https://tiw.trusted-introducer.org/services/use_of_logos.html

TI Team Update Self-Service (TITUS)

Well accepted and highly used.

We plan to support listed teams with X.509 user certificates also pending further discussion and specifications to support the work of the TF-CSIRT.
Infrastructure Update (2)

Trusted Collaboration

We want to support the better, faster, … collaboration of teams!

IRC Server

… encrypted and authenticated traffic anytime you need it

Cryptographic Mailing Lists for Working Groups

… encrypted and authenticated designated for a specific purpose, like connecting a sub group of the our community!
Thank you very much for your kind Attention!
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